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ABSTRACT
The zygote, a totipotent stem cell, constitutes a critical stage of the life cycle for all

16

sexually reproducing organisms. It is produced by fusion of two differentiated cells, egg and

17

sperm, that in plants have radically different siRNA transcriptomes from each other and from

18

multicellular embryos. Here we examined the small RNA transcriptome of unicellular rice

19

zygotes. We find that the overall 24-nt siRNA landscape in the zygote resembles that of the

20

unfertilized egg cell, consistent with maternal carry-over. A large fraction (~75%) of the siRNAs

21

in the zygote arise from a small proportion (~2%) of siRNA loci, which corresponded to similar

22

loci in the egg cell and ovary. However, these highly expressing loci were distinct from

23

endosperm siren loci that were detected in later stage endosperm. miRNA abundances changed

24

rapidly after fertilization, resulting in a miRNA profile distinct from the egg cell. Notably, the de

25

novo 24-nt siRNAs expressed by the zygote had characteristics of canonical siRNAs, such as

26

proximity to genes and tendency to overlap TIR DNA transposable elements, and resembled

27

seedling siRNA loci, indicating a return to the canonical siRNA profile typical of vegetative

28

tissues. Taken together, our results suggest that resetting of the gametic epigenome towards the

29

canonical vegetative profile is initiated before the first embryonic division.

30
31

Introduction
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32

Gametes and zygotes constitute critical developmental stages in the life cycle of all

33

sexually reproducing organisms. During fertilization, the egg cell fuses with a sperm cell to form

34

the zygote, which is an undifferentiated and totipotent stem cell that initiates embryogenesis.

35

Flowering plants undergo double fertilization, with a second sperm cell that fuses with the

36

central cell, which gives rise to the endosperm, a nutritive tissue that nurtures the developing

37

embryo or germinating seedling [reviewed in (Lord and Russell 2002)]. The maternal to zygotic

38

transition (MZT) in animals consists of two steps: zygotic genome activation (ZGA) and

39

maternal RNA degradation. In animals, early embryogenesis is controlled by maternal gene

40

products pre-deposited in the egg cell. Depending on the organism, the zygotic genome does not

41

become transcriptionally active until a number of cell divisions occur (Tadros and Lipshitz

42

2009). However, MZT in flowering plants proceeds differently [reviewed in (Armenta-Medina

43

and Gillmor 2019)]. In rice zygotes, thousands of genes are upregulated in zygotes, many of

44

which are undetected in the egg cell, consistent with similar observations in maize and

45

Arabidopsis zygotes (Chen et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2019). Furthermore, zygotic transcription was

46

shown to be required for early embryogenesis (Zhao et al. 2019; Kao and Nodine 2019). These

47

observations suggest that in angiosperms, unlike animals, zygotes are transcriptionally active,

48

and plant ZGA occurs in the zygote.

49

Along with dynamic changes in gene expression, epigenomic reprogramming has been

50

observed during plant reproduction. In rice and maize, the egg cell is ~10 times larger than sperm

51

in diameter, and thus ~1000 times larger than the sperm cell in volume (Kranz, Bautor, and Lörz

52

1991; Anderson et al. 2013), and its chromatin is diffused (Scholten, Lörz, and Kranz 2002). In

53

contrast, the sperm cell chromatin undergoes global condensation, paralleling protamine

54

deposition in animal sperm cells (Kimmins and Sassone-corsi 2005). Many other sex-specific

55

changes in chromatin occur during plant reproduction, as reported in the model plant Arabidopsis

56

thaliana (Wang and Köhler 2017). For example a male-germline specific histone H3 variant

57

MGH3 (also termed H3.10) is present in the sperm cell (Okada et al. 2005; Borg and Berger

58

2015), following the removal of H3.1 (Borg et al. 2020). H3.10 is resistant to trimethylation at

59

H3K27 (H3K27me3), thus priming the activation of key genes for sperm differentiation and

60

embryogenesis (Borg et al. 2020). Upon karyogamy, H3.10 is removed from the paternal

61

chromatin via a replication independent process (Ingouff et al. 2007). Other histone H3 variants,

62

such as H3.3, are also removed from egg cell chromatin upon karyogamy, followed by loading of
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newly synthesized histones, again via a replication independent mechanism (Ingouff et al. 2010).

64

In addition, other cells of both male and female gametophytes in Arabidopsis experience global

65

chromatin changes as well. Heterochromatin is decondensed in the central cell, the cell which

66

gives rise to endosperm (Pillot et al. 2010). A similar phenomenon occurs in the pollen

67

vegetative cell, the cell which encapsulates the sperm cells and enables their migration through

68

the style to the ovule (Schoft et al. 2009; Mérai et al. 2014; Hsieh et al. 2016). Relaxation of

69

heterochromatin in the pollen vegetative cell has been reported to produce short interfering RNA

70

(siRNA) that traffic into the sperm cells, and proposed to reinforce transposon silencing in the

71

gametes (Slotkin et al. 2009; Calarco et al. 2011; Martínez et al. 2016; Park et al. 2016; Kim et

72

al. 2019). Similarly, it has been proposed that siRNAs traffic from the central cell to the egg cell,

73

as well as from the endosperm into the developing embryo (Hsieh et al. 2009; Ibarra et al. 2012;

74

Martinez and Köhler 2017).

75

In addition to chromatin reprogramming, there is also evidence for changes in DNA

76

methylation during plant reproduction, especially in the context of RNA-directed DNA

77

methylation (RdDM) [reviewed in (Gehring 2019)]. In plants, RdDM can function in both de

78

novo and maintenance DNA methylation [reviewed in Cuerda-Gil, and Slotkin (2016)]. Briefly,

79

24-nt siRNAs are produced and loaded onto an argonaute protein (AGO). This siRNA-AGO

80

complex base-pairs with the nascent transcript of RNA polymerase V (Pol V), using it as a

81

scaffold to recruit the DNA methyltransferase DRM2. DRM2 leads to methylation at all

82

sequence contexts, but methylation at the CHH context (mCHH), where H is A, C or T, is a

83

strong indicator of RdDM in rice and maize (Tan et al. 2016, 2018; Gent et al. 2013), but not in

84

all plants (Zemach et al. 2013). Methylated DNA is recognized by chromatin remodelers, which

85

in turn lead to the deposition of repressive histone marks, such as H3 dimethylated at lysine 9

86

(H3K9me2). In specific genomic contexts, H3K9me2 recruits RNA polymerase IV (Pol IV),

87

which produces the majority of 24-nt siRNA in plants [reviewed in (Matzke and Mosher 2014)].

88

Multiple studies reported that disruption of RdDM leads to a variety of reproductive phenotypes,

89

including aborted embryos (Autran et al. 2011; Grover et al. 2018), arrested pollen (Wang et al.

90

2020), defective triploid block when the seeds were produced from a 2n maternal × 4n paternal

91

cross (Erdmann et al. 2017; Borges et al. 2018; Martinez et al. 2018; Satyaki and Gehring 2019)

92

and defective floral development (Dorweiler et al. 2000; Moritoh et al. 2012). These

93

observations suggest siRNAs and RdDM are essential for normal plant reproduction.
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In mammals, it has long been proposed that fusion of two epigenetically distinct gametes

95

presents a challenge in reproduction, and resetting of the epigenome is required for the

96

pluripotent state of the early embryo [reviewed in (Messerschmidt, Knowles, and Solter 2014)].

97

Epigenome reprogramming in mammals includes large-scale erasure of somatic chromatin

98

signatures in germ cell precursors, establishment of sex-specific signatures in gametes, and post-

99

fertilization resetting towards pluripotency [reviewed in (Messerschmidt, Knowles, and Solter

100

2014; Saitou, Kagiwada, and Kurimoto 2012; Tang et al. 2016)]. The functional consequences of

101

epigenomic changes in gametic fate acquisition and subsequent zygotic totipotency in plants are

102

unclear. It is clear, however, that in plants the majority of DNA methylation is stably transmitted

103

both maternally and paternally [reviewed in (Gehring 2019)]. In C elegans, siRNAs can serve as

104

carriers of transgenerational epigenetic information, in which siRNAs can be inherited across a

105

few generations [reviewed in (Houri-Zeevi and Rechavi 2017)]. While multiple changes in

106

siRNA profiles have been observed during plant reproduction (Schoft et al. 2009; Slotkin, et al.

107

2009; Calarco et al. 2012; Ibarra et al. 2012; Li et al. 2020; Grover et al. 2020), transgenerational

108

inheritance of siRNAs, or the lack thereof, has yet to be rigorously demonstrated in plants.

109

In vegetative tissues, such as seedling, 24-nt siRNAs coincide with mCHH islands, which

110

are enriched around genes, marking the ends of TEs and euchromatin-heterochromatin

111

boundaries (Gent et al. 2013; Li et al. 2015); we refer to such an siRNA profile as the canonical

112

siRNA profile. We previously showed that the siRNA transcriptome is reprogramed in rice

113

gametes (Li et al. 2020), where siRNA transcriptomes of egg and sperm were distinct from each

114

other genome-wide, as well as distinct from that of the seedling (Fig. 1). The relative magnitude

115

of the egg-borne and sperm-borne contribution of siRNAs to the zygote and the stage at which

116

the embryo transitions toward a canonical siRNA profile are unknown. Since siRNA production

117

is influenced by histone modifications and DNA methylation, and siRNAs in turn can direct

118

histone modifications and DNA methylation, the siRNA transcriptome is an output and indicator

119

of the epigenome. Given the likely importance of siRNAs during plant reproduction, we

120

sequenced the small RNA transcriptome of rice zygotes and investigated changes in the small

121

RNA transcriptome soon after fertilization. We inferred that the siRNA transcriptome initiates

122

resetting towards the canonical profile before the first cell division, along with zygotic genome

123

activation.

124
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Results

126

We collected unicellular rice zygotes 8 hours after pollination (HAP), which corresponds

127

to the completion of S-phase, just prior to the first zygotic division (Ding et al. 2009; Anderson

128

et al. 2017). We produced small RNA transcriptomes from 6 replicates, with ~50 zygotes in each

129

replicate. For our analyses, we also included small RNA transcriptome data from rice gametes,

130

ovary and seedlings (Li et al. 2020). Except where indicated otherwise, siRNAs used for

131

analyses were small RNA reads (20 – 25-nt) not overlapping 90% or more of their lengths with

132

miRNA [miRBase v22, (Kozomara, Birgaoanu, and Griffiths-Jones 2019)], 5S rRNA, tRNA,

133

NOR or phasiRNA loci [as detected in (Li et al. 2020)], and multi-mapped reads were included

134

in all analyses unless indicated otherwise.

135
136

The global siRNA pattern in zygote is determined by siRNA transcript carryover from the egg

137

cell

138

We previously found that genome-wide redistribution of siRNAs occurred in gametes (Li

139

et al. 2020). In canonical vegetative tissues, such as seedling shoot, 24-nt siRNAs were produced

140

from gene-rich, euchromatic regions, which correspond to mCHH islands around genes (Gent et

141

al. 2013; Li et al. 2015). In contrast, the sperm cell has a complementary pattern, in which 24-nt

142

siRNA were spread out across wide pericentromeric regions instead. The egg cell and ovary had

143

a different pattern, where 24-nt siRNAs were concentrated at discrete loci (Fig 1A, top five

144

tracks). We found that in a whole-genome view, the zygote had a very similar pattern to the egg

145

cell (Fig 1A, bottom track). This pattern was reproducible across all zygote replicates (Fig S1A).

146

In addition, the 24-nt siRNA expression pattern of zygote clustered with the egg cell, rather than

147

with sperm cell or the average of the gametes (Fig S1B). Further, genome-wide 24-nt siRNA

148

relative abundances of zygote and egg cell were highly correlated (r = 0.94, P = 0, Pearson’s

149

correlation on egg vs. zygote tracks in Fig 1A). The siRNA landscape in zygote can be explained

150

by siRNA carryover from the egg cell, since the egg cell is ~1000-fold larger than the sperm cell

151

by volume (Kranz, Bautor, and Lörz 1991; Anderson et al. 2013; Li et al. 2019). Although 24-nt

152

siRNAs function in the nucleus, 24-nt siRNAs were found primarily in the cytoplasm of whole-

153

plant homogenates (Ye et al. 2012). Thus, we predict that siRNAs already present in the egg cell

154

before fertilization would contribute to much of the siRNAs present in the zygote. This is

155

consistent with previous observations that the 50 most highly expressed genes in egg cell
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remained as most highly expressed in zygote, whereas the 50 most highly expressed genes in the

157

sperm cell became much lower expressed in the zygote (Anderson et al. 2013; 2017). Further, the

158

highest expressed miRNAs in sperm were also very much downregulated in the zygote (Fig

159

S8A), again consistent with the prediction that sperm small RNAs were diluted by the egg cell

160

cytoplasm, and that the overall zygote siRNA landscape is determined by transcript carryover

161

from the egg cell.

162

To take a deeper look at the siRNA composition in zygote, we looked at the length

163

profile of siRNAs and compared with our recent data from other cell and tissue types (Li et al.

164

2020). We found that in zygotes, as in all other tissues, 24-nt siRNAs were the most predominant

165

(Fig 1B). This is consistent with the observation that in angiosperms, the most abundant siRNAs

166

are 24-nt siRNA that are involved in RNA-directed DNA methylation [reviewed in (Cuerda-Gil

167

and Slotkin 2016)]. Zygote trended well with egg, except with a slight reduction of Gypsy (LTR

168

retrotransposon) reads and CentO (centromeric tandem repeat) reads. Like the egg cell, the

169

zygote has a low abundance of siRNAs overlapping terminal inverted repeat (TIR) transposons

170

(PIF/Harbinger, Tc1/Mariner, Mutator, or hAT superfamilies). These patterns showed that

171

overall, the zygote siRNA pattern is similar to that of the egg cell, supporting that overall

172

siRNAs in zygote were dominated by maternal transcripts carryover from the egg cell.

173

Next, we looked at distribution of 24-nt siRNAs relative to genes. We produced

174

metagene siRNA coverage plots for seedling, gametes, and zygote (Fig 1C). Seedling had a

175

strong peak about 700-bp upstream of the transcription start site (TSS), corresponding to where

176

TIR transposons are enriched in the genome, with the exception of the CACTA superfamily

177

(Han, Qin, and Wessler 2013), and such a peak was absent in gametes. Zygote was similar to

178

egg; however, zygote had a slight increase in 24-nt siRNA coverage upstream of TSS. This

179

observation indicated that although overall zygote siRNA pattern is like the egg cell, the zygote

180

might be starting to return to the canonical siRNA pattern. We previously identified

181

representative genomic regions as egg-specific siRNA loci, seedling-specific siRNA loci, sperm-

182

specific siRNA loci and three-way intersection loci (Li et al. 2020). When we quantified the

183

relative abundances of zygote reads in each category, a couple of observations were apparent. 1)

184

Zygote had very little siRNAs in sperm-specific loci (Fig 1D). This is consistent with the

185

prediction that the sperm siRNAs were diluted by the egg cell cytoplasm. 2) More interestingly,
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zygote had gained siRNAs in seedling-specific loci. This observation is another indication that

187

the recovery of canonical siRNA pattern may be initiated in the zygote.
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Fig 1 Overall siRNA landscape in zygote is similar to the egg cell and not the sperm cell

190

(A) Whole genome 24-nt siRNA heat maps. Top track: gene density; second to sixth tracks: 24-

191

nt siRNAs from seedling shoot, sperm cell, egg cell, ovary, and zygote. Chr: chromosomes.

192

(B) siRNA abundance by length and category. y-axis values are relative to all siRNAs. Error bars

193

are 95% confidence intervals based on biological replicates.

194

(C) Metagene coverage plot for zygote 24-nt siRNAs. Coverage is measured over 100-bp

195

intervals and normalized per 1000 total siRNAs. Ribbons are 95% confidence intervals for each

196

tissue type. Vertical grid lines indicate 500-bp intervals. TSS transcription start site, poly(A)

197

polyadenylation site.

198

(D) Zygote siRNA abundance at the 24-nt siRNA loci defined in Li et al (2020). “Intersect.”

199

refers to intersection loci, those identified as 24-nt siRNA loci in egg cell, sperm cell and

200

seedling shoot. y-axis values are % of siRNAs of each length relative to the total number of

201

siRNAs that mapped to the genome. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals based on biological

202

replicates of each tissue.

203

Except zygotes, all data are from (Li et al. 2020).

204
205

A small number of siRNA loci in zygote expressed abundant siRNA, which correspond to ovary

206

siren loci

207

It has been previously reported that rice developing endosperm (7-8 days after

208

pollination) has a unique siRNA profile in which a small number of loci accounted for the

209

majority of siRNAs (Rodrigues et al. 2013). These siRNA loci were termed siren loci (siRNA in

210

the endosperm). A similar phenomenon was recently reported in Brassica rapa and Arabidopsis

211

ovules and endosperm (Grover et al. 2020). The term siren loci was also used by Grover et al to

212

describe these loci. To more accurately define edges of variably-sized siRNA loci here we used

213

Shortstack (Axtell 2013) rather than simply dividing the genome into 100-bp bins as previously

214

(Li et al. 2020). In ovary, ~2% (n = 818) of the siRNA loci accounted for 75% of the siRNA, and

215

the numbers were similar in egg cell and zygote (Fig 2A). These 818 loci found in ovary we

216

termed ovary siren loci. Here we use the term siren loci in a general sense to describe loci with

217

highly abundant siRNAs, independently of their presence in endosperm, because the abundant

218

siRNA loci in rice ovaries and eggs showed little correlation with the siren loci in endosperm, at

219

least at the specific later endosperm stage examined (Li et al. 2020; Rodrigues et al. 2013).
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Reanalysis of the endosperm siRNAs revealed an even more extreme distribution, where ~1% (n

221

= 122) of the siRNA loci accounted for 75% of the siRNA expression. For subsequent analysis,

222

we defined these 122 loci as endosperm siren loci. In contrast, in seedling and sperm cell, ~45%

223

of the siRNA loci accounted for 75% of the siRNA expression (Fig 2A). Siren loci were found

224

on all 12 chromosomes and had no clear relationship relative to gene density in terms of their

225

genomic distributions (Fig S2A). Similar to what was reported in Brassica (Grover et al. 2020),

226

siren loci were on average longer than non-siren siRNA loci (Fig S2B). Median lengths for

227

endosperm siren loci and ovary siren loci are 6.4-kb and 1.4-kb, respectively, whereas median

228

lengths for other siRNA locus categories were well below 1-kb (Fig S2B). However, even after

229

adjusting for length, siren loci were still ~10-fold higher expressed per kilobase than non-siren

230

loci in endosperm and ovary (Fig S2C).

231

We reanalyzed publicly available DNA methylome datasets, including those from our

232

previous study, to examine the methylation status at ovary siren loci (Tan et al. 2016; 2018; Li et

233

al. 2020). mCG and mCHG were higher at ovary siren loci relative to non-ovary-siren loci across

234

all tissues examined, even in ddm1 and drm2 leaves (Fig S3A – B, P < 10-5, generalized linear

235

model with logit link followed by Tukey tests). Our previous analysis of ovary small RNA loci,

236

which also included thousands of small RNA loci with lower 24-nt siRNA abundance, revealed

237

that most egg/ovary-specific small RNA loci have low levels of mCHH (Li et al. 2020). In

238

contrast, in this set of 818 ovary siren loci, mCHH was elevated compared to non-ovary-siren

239

loci in ovary and egg cell (Fig S3C, P < 10-5, generalized linear model with logit link followed

240

by Tukey tests). Palea and lemma of rice florets and mature embryo also had elevated mCHH at

241

ovary siren loci (Fig S3C). mCHH levels were not as strongly elevated, if at all, at ovary siren

242

loci in the rest of the tissues (Fig S3C). DNA methylation at all contexts was also consistently

243

higher around and on genes nearest or overlapping ovary siren loci in ovary and egg cell (Fig

244

S4). To test whether ovary siren loci were associated with histone modifications indicative of

245

heterochromatin, we reanalyzed publicly available ChIP-seq datasets (Fig S5) (Tan et al. 2016;

246

Lu et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2012; Lu et al. 2015; Maher et al. 2018; Lu et al.

247

2020; Zahraeifard et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2017). We clustered siRNA locus categories based on

248

their chromatin profiles (Fig S6). We found that in vegetative tissues, such as seedling shoot, on

249

which most of the published datasets were based, ovary siren loci had an intermediate chromatin

250

profile between euchromatin and heterochromatin (Fig S5 and Fig S6).
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251

In Brassica rapa and Arabidopsis, siren loci detected in ovules matched those detected

252

in endosperm (Grover et al. 2020). Our 8 hour zygote siRNAs did not match the 7-8 day

253

endosperm siRNAs in rice embryo (Rodrigues et al. 2013). We found that the 7-8 day endosperm

254

siren loci had low siRNA expression in other tissues, whereas ovary siren loci had high

255

expression in egg cell and zygote, but low expression in seedling, sperm cell and endosperm (Fig

256

2B, linear model with log(RPM) followed by Tukey tests under a P = 0.05 cutoff), consistent

257

with the levels of mCHH at ovary siren loci in these tissues (Fig S3C). In addition, most

258

endosperm siren loci overlapped genes (median distance to nearest genes = 0-bp), whereas ovary

259

siren loci had an intermediate distance from their adjacent genes (median distance to nearest

260

genes = 1.54-kb, Fig 2C). Unlike other siRNA loci, siren loci were less likely to overlap

261

annotated transposable elements. On average, ~15% of the length of endosperm siren loci

262

overlapped annotated transposable elements, and ~45% for ovary siren loci (Fig 2D). The

263

majority of ovary siren loci that did overlap transposon loci overlapped Gypsy retrotransposons.

264

On average, ~25% of the length of ovary siren loci overlapped Gypsy retrotransposons (Fig 2D).

265

The subset of loci that did overlap annotated Gypsy elements had on average ~3-fold fewer

266

siRNAs per kilobase than the those that did not (Fig S3D, P = 6.4e-42, linear model with

267

log(RPKM) followed by Tukey test). In addition, ovary siren loci are unlikely to match an

268

unannotated high-copy transposable element, as siRNAs from ovary siren loci were less

269

repetitive than siRNAs from ovary siRNA loci as a whole (Fig S3E). Taken together, these

270

results showed that a small number of siRNA loci that were not associated with transposable

271

elements accounted for the majority of siRNAs in zygote, and siRNAs from these loci were also

272

highly expressed in the egg cell and ovary, and where they coincided with high mCHH.
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Fig 2 Loci with abundant siRNA expression in zygote corresponded to ovary siren loci

275

rather than endosperm siren loci

276

(A) Cumulative expression plotted against the ranks of 24-nt-dominant loci. Expression at each

277

locus is determined in reads per million (RPM) after merging replicates, and cumulative

278

expression is plotted against percentage rank, with highest and lowest expressing loci scaled to 0

279

and 100%, respectively. The 75% cutoff is selected based on the turning points of ovary, egg cell

280

and zygote curves.

281

(B) Box plot showing siRNA expression at endosperm siren loci and ovary siren loci. RPM:

282

reads per million. Center line is median; box spans interquartile range; whiskers span 2.5th to

283

97.5th percentiles. y-axis is log10 transformed. Letter groupings are based on linear model with

284

log(RPM) followed by Tukey tests under a P = 0.05 cutoff.

285

(C) Box plot showing distance from siRNA loci to respective nearest or overlapping genes.

286

Center line is median; box spans interquartile range; whiskers span 2.5th to 97.5th percentiles.

287

(D) Stacked bar plots showing mean fraction of locus length overlapping different transposable

288

element superfamilies.

289

Endosperm data sources (Rodrigues et al. 2013). Ovary, egg, sperm and seedling data sources:

290

(Li et al. 2020).

291
292
293

Zygote experienced major change in miRNA expression and produced de novo miRNAs
Our previous study found that the rice zygote expressed de novo mRNA transcripts

294

before the first zygotic division (Anderson et al. 2017), indicating that plant zygotic genome

295

activation (ZGA) occurs in the zygote. De novo mRNA expression was also observed in maize

296

and Arabidopsis zygotes (Chen et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2019). However, whether the zygote has

297

started to produce miRNAs, which are known regulators of gene expression, has not been

298

explored in plants. It was found that the global mRNA expression of zygote clustered with the

299

egg cell, rather than with sperm cell or the average of the gametes (Anderson et al. 2013; 2017),

300

and thus we hypothesized that the global expression of zygote miRNAs will be similar to that of

301

the egg cell. However, that was not the case. We performed a principal component analysis

302

(PCA) on miRNA expression pattern (values for each miRNA listed in Supplemental Dataset

303

1). We found that the first PC axis explained ~55% of variance in our dataset, corresponding to

304

the global differences between seedling and gametes, whereas the second PC axis explained
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~14% of the variances, corresponding to the global differences between egg cell and sperm cell.

306

Contrary to our prediction that the zygote would cluster with the egg cell, the global expression

307

of zygote miRNAs was about mid-way in between the egg and seedling (Fig 3A). This

308

observation can be explained by a major change in expression of miRNAs between the egg cell

309

and the zygote. For example, miR159a.1/b, family members of miR159, which were the most

310

abundant miRNAs in the egg cell and ovary, accounted for ~70% of all miRNA reads in these

311

tissues (Li et al. 2020); in contrast, in the zygote, the relative abundances of miR159a.1/b

312

decreased to ~34% of all miRNA reads in the zygote, which is closer to ~25% in seedling and

313

sperm cell, albeit still abundant in the zygote (Fig 3B). The high expression of miR159a.1/b

314

raised concerns on whether they dominated the principal component analysis. This was not the

315

case. A principal component analysis excluding expression values for miRNA159a.1/b returned

316

the same results (Fig S7A). Moreover, miRNAs higher expressed in the zygote contributed in

317

displacing zygote libraries to the left along PC1, and miRNAs higher expressed in the egg

318

contributed in displacing egg libraries to the right along PC1 (Fig S7B, r = -0.62, P = 3e-34,

319

Pearson’s correlation). Taken together, these results suggested that miRNA expression is

320

dynamic in unicellular zygotes.

321

We also looked at de novo expressed miRNAs, which were defined as miRNAs that were

322

lowly expressed in the egg cell (< 1 read per million siRNA reads) but upregulated in the zygote

323

(Fig. 3C). Since top sperm-enriched miRNAs were all downregulated by orders of magnitude in

324

the zygote (Fig S8A), we concluded that miRNA carryover from the sperm cell is very limited.

325

Thus, we defined de novo miRNAs as zygote-expressed miRNAs that were lowly expressed in

326

egg cell, instead of lowly expressed in both gametes. We detected 18 miRNAs representing 11

327

miRNA families (from 314 expressed miRNAs in our dataset) that met this criterion (Fig 3C).

328

These miRNAs were detected as differentially expressed between zygote and egg under a

329

log2FC > 1, FDR < 0.05 cutoff, and they all had near undetectable expression in all six replicates

330

of egg cell. All 18 were also lowly expressed in sperm, further confirming sperm small RNA

331

contribution was limited. These de novo expressed miRNAs showed that the zygote has started

332

to express new miRNAs before the first zygotic division, much like the case of mRNAs

333

(Anderson et al. 2017) during plant ZGA.

334
335

Upregulation of de novo miRNAs in the zygote would predict the downregulation of their
mRNA targets. Using published degradome data (Zhou et al. 2010) and 5’ RACE validated
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targets (Liu et al. 2009) for rice miRNAs, together with published mRNA transcriptomes from

337

rice gametes and zygotes (Anderson et al. 2013; 2017), we examined the expression of predicted

338

targets of miRNAs (Fig S8B). We found that targets of miR393 family members, auxin F-box 2

339

(AFB2, Os04g32460) and TIR1 (Os05g05800), were downregulated in the zygote (Fig S8B). In

340

addition, a target of miR171, Hairy Meristem 3 (HAM3, Os04g46860), a GRAS family

341

transcription factor was also downregulated in the zygote. In Arabidopsis, triple mutant of ham3

342

and its paralogs ham1 ham2 exhibited abnormal floral meristem initiation (Engstrom et al. 2011).

343

Two other HAM-like genes (Os02g44360, Os02g44370), both detected as miR171 targets by a

344

published degradome (Zhou et al. 2010), were also downregulated in the zygote. Other predicted

345

miRNA targets were not downregulated in the zygote; these targets were either lowly expressed

346

in the egg cell to begin with, or had variances in expression levels that were too high to

347

confidently call downregulation (Fig S8B). Lastly, we previously showed that RNA

348

contamination from surrounding sporophytic tissue in the egg cell was minimal (Li et al. 2020).

349

Using similar analyses, we detected five miRNAs that were highly expressed in pre-anthesis

350

ovary but nearly undetectable in all six replicates of zygote, suggesting that RNA contamination

351

from surrounding sporophytic tissue during zygote isolation is negligible (Fig S8C).
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Fig 3 miRNA expression pattern in zygote
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354

(A) Principal component analysis (PCA) of miRNA expression. Ellipses are 90% confidence

355

intervals for each tissue type.

356

(B) miR159 family expression. y-axis values are relative to total number of miRNA reads in each

357

tissue. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals based on biological replicates of each tissue.

358

(C) De novo miRNA expression in zygote. De novo miRNAs are defined as miRNAs with less

359

than 1 reads per million small RNA reads in the egg cell and significantly upregulated in the

360

zygote. Significant upregulation is determined by log2FC > 1 between zygote and egg and FDR

361

(false discovery rate) < 0.05 cutoffs. y-axis values are relative to total number of miRNA reads in

362

each tissue. Color of lines is based on -log10 values of FDR between zygote and egg. Error bars

363

are 95% confidence intervals based on biological replicates of each tissue.

364

Except zygotes, all data are from (Li et al. 2020).

365
366

Zygote de novo siRNA loci had characteristics of canonical vegetative siRNA loci

367

Since genome-wide reprogramming of siRNA loci occurs in gametes whereas later-stage

368

(7-8 days after flowering) immature embryos resemble seedlings (Rodrigues et al. 2013, Li et al.

369

2020), it is expected that the siRNA transcriptome resets to the canonical siRNA profile during

370

embryogenesis. To test whether such a resetting process may be initiated in the zygote, we first

371

determined the de novo siRNA loci expression in zygotes. First, we identified siRNA loci from

372

seedling, gametes, and zygote using Shortstack (Axtell 2013) and kept only 24-nt-dominant loci.

373

We then identified zygote siRNA loci that did not overlap with any egg siRNA loci. Since

374

transcript carryover from the sperm cell is minimum (Fig 1D, Fig S8A), de novo siRNA loci

375

were defined as zygote NOT egg siRNA loci, consistent with the standard definition of de novo

376

mRNA loci in zygotes (Chen et al. 2017; Anderson et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2019).

377

The genomic distribution of zygote de novo loci mirrored seedling siRNA loci and gene

378

density, unlike zygote/egg or zygote/sperm intersection loci (Fig 4A). Zygote NOT gametes loci,

379

defined as zygote siRNA loci that did not overlap either egg siRNA loci or sperm siRNA loci,

380

can be viewed as a more stringent subset of zygote de novo loci, and these showed the same

381

trend as zygote de novo loci. Zygote NOT gametes loci and zygote de novo loci were largely

382

equivalent, as zygote NOT gametes loci constituted 80% of zygote de novo loci (Fig 4B,

383

14993/18467 loci). A feature of the canonical siRNA pattern is that 24-nt siRNAs are enriched

384

near genes, as exemplified by the distribution of seedling loci closely matching that of genes (Fig
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4A). We found that 84% of the zygote de novo loci overlapped seedling siRNA loci (Fig S9A).

386

In fact, zygote/seedling intersection loci were enriched among zygote de novo loci (Fig S9B, P =

387

1.3e-34, Fisher Exact test). Hierarchical clustering also showed that the genomic distribution of

388

zygote de novo loci was more closely related to that of genes or seedling siRNA loci than

389

zygote/egg or zygote/sperm intersection loci (Fig S9C). We found that 4% of zygote de novo

390

loci overlapped sperm siRNA loci and not seedling siRNA loci. However, these loci were

391

unlikely the results of siRNA carryover from sperm cell for the following reasons. First, there

392

was a lack of correlation between expression levels in sperm and zygote (Fig S9D). Second,

393

carryover would predict these are among the highest expressed loci in sperm, which was not the

394

case, as the vast majority of them (98%) were not among the most highly expressed siRNA loci

395

in sperm (Fig S9D). Although spread across all 12 rice chromosomes, the siRNA abundances at

396

zygote de novo loci were overall low (Fig 4B), only accounting for ~14% of siRNA reads in

397

zygote. This is consistent with the data that overall, the zygote siRNA landscape is similar to that

398

of the egg cell. Nonetheless, the zygote has started to produce siRNAs that were undetected in

399

the egg cell before the first zygotic division, in addition to producing de novo miRNAs. Further,

400

since the distribution of zygote de novo loci coincided with seedling loci and gene density,

401

siRNA expression in zygote had started to return to the stable canonical siRNA profile, that is

402

maintained in post-germination development.

403

We produced metagene plots for siRNA reads overlapping zygote de novo loci.

404

Consistent with the genome-wide distribution, in the zygote, there was a noticeable peak

405

upstream of TSS, resembling the profile seen in seedling (Fig 4C). Immature embryo (Rodrigues

406

et al. 2013), like seedling, also had a prominent peak upstream of TSS, suggesting that during

407

embryogenesis, the siRNA landscape redistributes from the gametic profile back to the canonical

408

profile, and such a process has begun in the zygote. We also quantified the relative abundances

409

of siRNAs at total zygote siRNA loci, zygote/egg intersection loci, and zygote de novo loci.

410

First, we found that zygote and egg had near identical relative abundances across total zygote

411

loci and zygote/egg intersection loci (Fig 4D), which was expected given siRNA carryover from

412

the egg cell (Fig 1A). Second, we found that zygote had low siRNA abundance at zygote de

413

novo loci, which was again expected given that zygote de novo loci were low expressors of

414

siRNAs (Fig 4B). However, we also found that zygote de novo loci were not zygote specific.

415

Rather, seedling and immature embryo also had siRNAs arising from zygote de novo loci, and
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416

seedling had an even higher relative abundance of siRNAs at zygote de novo loci than the zygote

417

itself (Fig 4D – E). Lastly, we detected 12% of the zygote de novo loci to be zygote specific, not

418

overlapping gamete siRNA loci or seedling siRNA loci (Fig S9A). This small subset of loci

419

accounted for only less than 1% of siRNAs in zygote, and even fewer in embryo (Fig S9E), and

420

thus they may have represented siRNAs expressed transiently in the zygote.
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Fig 4 Characteristics of zygote de novo loci
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(A) Whole genome distribution of siRNA loci. Top track: gene density; second to seventh tracks:

424

seedling siRNA loci, zygote NOT gametes loci, zygote de novo loci, zygote/egg siRNA loci

425

intersection, zygote/sperm siRNA loci intersection, and egg/sperm siRNA loci intersection.

426

Zygote NOT gametes loci are zygote siRNA loci that do not overlap any egg cell siRNA loci or

427

sperm cell siRNA loci. Zygote de novo loci are zygote siRNA loci that do not overlap any egg

428

cell siRNA loci. Height of bars represent number of loci in non-overlapping 50-kb windows

429

normalized by total number of loci for each category. Chr: chromosomes.

430

(B) Box plot showing expression of siRNA at zygote NOT gametes loci, zygote de novo loci,

431

zygote/egg siRNA loci intersection, and zygote/sperm siRNA loci intersection. RPM: reads per

432

million. Center line is median; box spans interquartile range; whiskers span 2.5th to 97.5th

433

percentiles. y-axis is log10 transformed.

434

(C) Metagene coverage plot of 24-nt siRNA reads that overlap zygote de novo loci across all

435

genes in the genome. Coverage is measured over 100-bp intervals and normalized per 1000 total

436

siRNAs. Vertical grid lines indicate 500-bp intervals. Ribbons are 95% confidence intervals for

437

each tissue type. TSS transcription start site, poly(A) polyadenylation site.

438

(D) siRNA relative abundances at all zygote siRNA loci, zygote/egg siRNA loci intersection,

439

and zygote de novo loci. y-axis values are % of siRNAs of each length relative to the total

440

number of siRNAs that mapped to the genome. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals based on

441

biological replicates of each tissue.

442

(E) Enlarged plot of zygote de novo loci panel from (D).

443

Embryo data sources: (Rodrigues et al. 2013). Egg, sperm and seedling data sources: (Li et al.

444

2020).

445
446

We further tested the hypothesis that zygote de novo loci are indeed similar to canonical

447

siRNA loci by comparing the distance to the nearest genes and proportion of loci overlapping

448

different transposable element superfamilies. We found that like seedling siRNA loci, which had

449

a median distance of 966-bp to their nearest genes, zygote de novo loci had a median distance of

450

just 1.11-kb (Fig 5A), whereas egg siRNA loci and sperm siRNA loci were on average much

451

further away from their nearest genes, with median distances of 1.54-kb and 4.06-kb,

452

respectively. In addition, canonical siRNA loci tend to overlap with TIR DNA transposons rather

453

than Gypsy retrotransposons, since TIR transposons are enriched near genes (Han, Qin, and
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454

Wessler 2013), while Gypsy retrotransposons are enriched in gene-poor pericentromeric regions

455

(Kawahara et al. 2013). As expected, 10% of the zygote de novo loci overlapped a Gypsy, and

456

42% overlapped a TIR element, consistent with a shift towards seedling siRNA loci (8.8% and

457

63%, respectively, Fig 5B). In contrast, 19% and 49% of the egg and sperm siRNA loci

458

overlapped with a Gypsy element, consistent with farther distances to their nearest genes. These

459

overlaps were defined by overlapping a TIR or Gypsy element with at least 1-bp, which was very

460

stringent. In a supporting analysis, we used a relaxed cutoff, defining overlap as overlapping a

461

TIR or Gypsy element with at least 33% of the length of the locus, which produced the same

462

pattern (Fig S10). Taken together, both lines of evidence support that the reestablishment of

463

canonical siRNA loci has initiated in the zygote.

464
465

Fig 5 Zygote de novo loci are similar to seedling siRNA loci
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466

(A) Box plot showing distance from siRNA loci to respective nearest or overlapping genes.

467

Center line is median; box spans interquartile range; whiskers span 2.5th to 97.5th percentiles.

468

(B) Bar plot showing percentage of siRNA loci overlapping a TIR transposon or Gypsy

469

retrotransposon. Overlap is defined by overlapping a TIR or Gypsy element with at least 1-bp.

470

Except zygotes, all data are from (Li et al. 2020).

471
472
473

Discussion
We report here the first small RNA transcriptome of plant unicellular zygotes, which

474

provides insights into epigenome reprogramming during plant reproduction. Overall, the siRNA

475

transcriptome of zygote is similar to that of the egg cell (Fig 1A – C, Fig S1B, summarized in

476

Fig 6), which can be explained by transcript carryover from the egg cell and dilution of sperm

477

cell siRNAs, since the egg cell is ~1000-fold larger than the sperm cell, and that 24-nt siRNAs

478

are predominantly found in the cytoplasm (Ye et al. 2012). This is consistent with the fact that

479

transcript carryover from the sperm cell is limited, as the zygote had few siRNAs overlapping

480

sperm-specific siRNA loci (Fig 1D), and the most highly expressed miRNA in the sperm cell

481

were orders of magnitude downregulated in the zygote (Fig S8A).

482

Similar to Brassica rapa and Arabidopsis ovules (Grover et al. 2020), a small number of

483

loci accounted for most of the siRNA in zygote (Fig 2A), and these loci were termed siren loci.

484

Siren loci were first discovered in rice endosperm (Rodrigues et al. 2013); however, siren loci in

485

the zygote was distinct from endosperm siren loci in endosperm collected 7-8 days after

486

fertilization, but instead coincided with siren loci detected in ovary and egg cell (Fig 2B – D). It

487

should be noted, however, that endosperm nuclei divide rapidly, massive changes in cellular

488

organization occur over a short time, and endosperm DNA undergoes active DNA demethylation

489

[reviewed in (Gehring and Satyaki 2017)]. It is quite possible that the central cell and earlier

490

stages of endosperm development have an siRNA transcriptome more like that of the zygote. It

491

has been proposed that the embryo receives siRNAs from the endosperm (Martinez and Köhler

492

2017). This does not appear to be the case in 7-8 day rice seeds, since rice embryos had low

493

siRNA abundance at endosperm siren loci at this stage (Rodrigues et al. 2013). A recent

494

publication demonstrated that trans-acting siRNAs from ARFs (tasiR-ARF) traffic across ovule

495

cell layers to regulate megaspore mother cell (MMC) identity in Arabidopsis (Su et al. 2020). It

496

has also been proposed that siRNAs may traffic from the seed coat into the embryo during seed
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497

development (Grover et al. 2018; 2020). Likewise, it is possible that siren siRNA in the egg cell

498

and zygotes are produced in the ovary tissue instead. As ovary siren loci have higher mCHH in

499

ovary and the egg cell (Fig S3C), siren siRNA may serve biological functions in these tissues.

500

Since these siren siRNA persisted in the zygote, mCHH may also be higher at both maternal and

501

paternal alleles in the zygote, which may suggest a functional significance of these siren siRNA

502

post-fertilization.

503

Unlike the siRNA transcriptome, which was globally similar to the egg cell, there was a

504

global change in miRNAs associated with the zygotic transition (Fig 3A), which included the

505

downregulation of miRNAs, as well as the expression of de novo miRNAs (Fig 3B – C, Fig S7).

506

Eighteen miRNAs that were undetected in the egg cell were significantly upregulated in the

507

zygote (Fig 3C), implying that before the first embryonic division the expression of miRNAs as

508

well as mRNAs (Anderson et al. 2017) from the zygotic genome is a feature of zygotic genome

509

activation in plants. The predicted targets of these miRNAs include auxin receptors (AFB2 and

510

TIR1) that we speculate might be involved in the fine tuning of auxin signaling, and meristem

511

related factors (HAM transcription factors), whose downregulation may be involved in

512

establishing zygotic identity (Fig S8B). However, it remains to be investigated whether these

513

differentially expressed miRNAs and their targets have significant functions in ZGA and

514

embryogenesis.

515

The observation that the distribution of de novo siRNA loci in the zygote mirrored

516

canonical siRNA loci (Fig 4A, Fig S9A – C) suggests that the transition to the canonical siRNA

517

transcriptome is initiated in the zygote (summarized in Fig 6). This is further supported by a few

518

lines of evidence. 1) zygote siRNAs from zygote de novo loci, like seedling and embryo siRNAs,

519

had a noticeable peak upstream of TSS (Fig 4C), and such a peak was minimal in gametes. 2)

520

Zygote de novo loci had similar characteristics as canonical siRNA loci, such as proximity to

521

genes and tendency to overlap TIR rather than Gypsy transposable elements (Fig 5). 3) The

522

properties of zygote de novo loci are not an artefact of how these loci were defined, as zygote

523

overall had more gene-proximal siRNAs (Fig 1C) and more siRNAs overlapping seedling-

524

specific siRNA loci (Fig 1D). Zygote siRNA loci overall were closer to genes (Fig 5A) and

525

tended to overlap more TIR DNA transposons but fewer Gypsy retrotransposons (Fig 5B) when

526

compared to the egg cell. Lastly, 4) Most zygote de novo loci were not zygote specific. Seedling

527

had even higher siRNA abundance at zygote de novo loci (Fig 4D – E). All the above results
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528

suggest that the resetting of siRNA transcriptome is initiated in the zygote and is completed by

529

the time seedling emerges (Fig 6).

530
531

Fig 6 Schematic summary of developmental progression of the zygote siRNA transcriptome

532

Schematic (non-quantitative) representation of 24-nt siRNA abundance in egg cell, zygote,

533

embryo, and seedling. Height of curves represent abundances of siRNA. Sperm cell siRNA loci

534

are not included due to their limited siRNA contribution in the zygote.

535
536

Due to the extreme difficulties associated with zygote isolation and low input sequencing,

537

epigenome profiling for plant zygotes has been challenging. Plant gametes are highly dimorphic

538

in terms of size, chromatin (Wang and Köhler 2017; Borg and Berger 2015; Ingouff et al. 2010),

539

and gene expression (Anderson et al. 2013), consistent with a differential reprogramming of

540

gamete epigenomes prior to fertilization inferred from their siRNA profiles (Li et al. 2020).

541

However, changes in the gametes must be followed by resetting to the canonical somatic profile

542

during the next generation. Here, using the siRNA transcriptome of unicellular rice zygote, we

543

inferred that the resetting to canonical siRNA transcriptome is initiated along with the zygotic

544

transition, soon after fertilization, which is consistent with previous observations in Arabidopsis

545

that the resetting of H3 variants also occurs in the zygote before the first cell division (Ingouff et

546

al. 2007; 2010). Resetting of the siRNA transcriptome after fertilization would predict a lack of
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547

transgenerational siRNA inheritance in plants. However, genome-wide reprogramming of

548

siRNAs does not preclude the persistence and inheritance of selected siRNA molecules.

549

Therefore, transgenerational siRNA inheritance in plants is not excluded by our data. Lastly, as

550

siRNA expression is influenced by chromatin structure, and siRNAs can either reinforce or

551

initiate DNA methylation and histone modifications, the siRNA transcriptome is an indicator and

552

output of the epigenome. Thus, it is likely that resetting of the gametic epigenome, such as

553

histone modifications and chromatin conformation, is also initiated in the unicellular zygote in

554

plants.

555
556

Methods

557

Plant growth condition and zygote collection

558

Rice (Oryza sativa) variety Kitaake was grown in soil in greenhouse under natural light

559

condition. Zygote isolation was performed as described (Anderson et al. 2017; Li et al. 2019).

560

Briefly, rice flowers were hand pollinated. At eight hours post pollination, ovaries were

561

dissected. A transverse cut was made at the middle region of the ovary in a droplet of 0.3M

562

mannitol. The lower part of the cut ovary was gently pushed by an acupuncture needle under a

563

phase contrast inverted microscope. Once the zygote floated out of the ovary incision, it was

564

captured by a fine glass capillary and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. 50 zygotes were

565

collected for each replicate, and six replicates were collected (Supplemental Table 1).

566
567

RNA extraction and small RNA library construction

568

RNA extractions were performed using Ambion RNAqueous Total RNA kit (AM1931),

569

including an on-column DNase I treatment using Qiagen DNase I (79254). Total RNA was run

570

on a Bioanalyzer (Agilent) to check for RNA integrity, using the eukaryotic total RNA-pico

571

program. RNA input for library construction was ~30ng. Small RNA libraries were made using

572

the NEXTflex small RNA-seq kit v3 (PerkinElmer NOVA-5132-05), with the following

573

modifications. ¼ dilution of adapters was used. The 3’ adapter ligation step was done at 20°C

574

overnight. All libraries were amplified at 24 cycles. The library product was size selected using

575

PippinHT (Sage Science) 3% agarose gel cassettes.

576
577

Small RNA sequencing analysis
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578

Analyses were based on the Os-Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-1.0 reference genome

579

(Kawahara et al. 2013). Genome annotations for transposable elements, genes, miRNAs, 5S

580

rRNA, tRNA, NOR, CentO repeats and phasiRNA loci were performed as described (Li et al.

581

2020). Quality filtering, adapter trimming, PCR duplicate removal and alignment were

582

performed as described (Li et al. 2020). Small RNA-seq reads were quality filtered and trimmed

583

of adapters using cutadapt (Martin 2011), parameters “-q 20 -a

584

TGGAATTCTCGGGTGCCAAGG -e .05 -O 5 --discard-untrimmed -m 28 -M 33”. PCR

585

duplicates were then removed using PRINSEQ, parameters “prinseq-lite.pl -fastq out_format 3 -

586

out_good -derep 1” (Schmieder and Edwards 2011). The four random nucleotides at each end

587

were then removed using cutadapt “-u4” followed by cutadapt “-u -4”. Reads were aligned to the

588

genome with BWA-backtrack (version 0.7.15) (Li and Durbin 2009), parameters “aln -t 8 -l 10.”

589

Except where indicated otherwise, multi-mapping reads were included in all analyses. The

590

uniquely mapping subset of siRNAs was defined by having MAPQ values of at least 20 using

591

SAMtools (Li et al. 2009). Except where indicated otherwise, siRNAs used for analyses were

592

small RNA reads (20 – 25-nt) not overlapping 90% or more of their lengths with miRNA, 5S

593

rRNA, tRNA, NOR and phasiRNA loci as determined by the BEDTools intersection tool

594

(Quinlan and Hall 2010). For analysis of overlaps of siRNAs and Gypsy retrotransposons, the

595

CentO centromeric tandem repeat, Terminal Inverted Repeat (TIR) DNA transposons, and 24-nt

596

siRNA loci, only siRNAs that overlapped by at least 50% of their lengths were counted. CACTA

597

elements were excluded from the TIR DNA transposons. Distances to closest genes were

598

obtained using the BEDTools closest tool. Whole-genome small RNA heatmaps were made on

599

50-kb intervals using IGVtools (Thorvaldsdottir, Robinson, and Mesirov 2013). For better

600

visualization of midrange values, heatmap intensity was maxed out at 1.25X coverage (per 10

601

million 24-nt siRNAs).

602
603
604

miRNA expression analysis
To measure miRNA expression, the BEDTools coverage tool was used to count the

605

number of 20-25nt reads that overlapped at least 90% of their length with annotated miRNA

606

positions (Supplemental Dataset 1). R package EdgeR was used to analyze miRNA expression

607

(McCarthy, Chen, and Smyth 2012). Individual miRNA counts were normalized by total mapped

608

small RNAs and filtered for >1 counts per million reads (CPM) in at least three libraries.
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609

Differential expression analyses were performed under |log2FC| > 1 and FDR < 0.05 cutoffs.

610

Differential expressing miRNAs were visualized under counts per million miRNAs. Principal

611

component analyses were performed using log-transformed CPM values.

612
613
614

ChIP-seq data analyses
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) data were obtained from the NCBI Sequence

615

Reads Archive, accession numbers listed in Supplemental Table 2. Reads were aligned to the

616

Os-Nipponbare-Reference-IRGSP-1.0 reference genome using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg

617

2012) default parameters, except the --trim-to parameter was set to 101 for all paired-end reads

618

(from Tan et al 2016, Liu et al 2018, Lu et al 2020), to 36 for a subset of single-end reads (from

619

Zhang et al 2020), and to 49 for the other single-end reads (Lu et al 2015, Zahraeifard et al 2018,

620

Maher et al 2018). Read coverage was calculated for each set of loci using the BEDTools

621

coverage tool. 2000 loci were randomly subsampled from each set to reduce memory

622

requirements, except for the ovary siren loci that only had 818 total without subsampling.

623

Principal component analysis was done using the log-transformed values of median of each locus

624

category for each ChIP-seq library.

625
626
627

Definition of siren loci and zygote de novo loci
Small RNA loci were identified from the initial 20-25nt total small RNA alignment bam

628

files using Shortstack (Axtell 2013) after merging replicates using default parameters. For each

629

tissue type (ovary, egg cell, sperm cell, zygote, seedling shoot and endosperm), siRNA loci were

630

defined as RPM > 2 (default), 24-nt-dominant and not detected as a miRNA locus

631

(“DicerCall=24; MIRNA=N”). Endosperm siren loci were defined as the highest expressing loci

632

that accounted for 75% of the cumulative RPM in the endosperm. Similarly, ovary siren loci

633

were defined as the highest expressing loci that accounted for 75% of the cumulative RPM in the

634

ovary. The 75% cutoff was selected based on the turning point of cumulative expression vs.

635

percentage rank plot of ovary (Fig 2A). Zygote de novo loci were identified by the BEDTools

636

intersect tool (Quinlan and Hall 2010). Zygote de novo loci were defined as zygote NOT egg loci

637

(zygote siRNA loci that did not overlap any egg cell siRNA loci). To visualize the genomic

638

distribution of siRNA loci, bed files of loci were imported into IGV and visualized across the

639

whole genome.
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Data Access

642

All small RNA data have been deposited in the Sequence Read Archive, BioProject

643

PRJNA533115.

644
645

Code Access

646

All R codes regarding data visualization and statistical analyses were deposited in

647

https://github.com/cxli233/zygote_smRNA/
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